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At the moment, fishing on the Rogue
looks a little bleak. The winter steelhead have spawned, salmon are just
beginning their journey up river and
the trout season doesn’t begin until
May 28th.
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FROM THE BOARD

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

by
Robert Stafford
As spring approaches our attention
starts shifting to fishing. Whether we
enjoy fishing lakes, rivers, or streams,
we start going through our flies, waders, rods, and reels. We check out our
boats, pontoon boats, and float tubes to
make sure they’re ready to go. We also
hope that there will be enough water
where we plan to fish. The anticipation and preparations are all part of the
pleasure of the fishing experience.
My brother-in-law and I like to fish
the Upper Rogue River above Prospect
and the small creeks that feed into it.
We usually fish during the week so
we don’t run into any other fishermen
or campers. This brings up a problem
we encounter frequently; the trash that
others leave behind.
On a trip last summer, we came
across a site where someone left behind
cans and assorted other trash from a
party or camping trip. We spent almost
as much time cleaning up the site as
we did fishing. I now carry a small
trash bag with me when I go just so I
have something to put someone else’s
trash in. I don’t know if people are just
too lazy to pick up after themselves or
they simply don’t give a damn. Who
knows what’s been left behind, both
seen and unseen, that could eventually
end up in the water? I don’t know what
the solution is, I can only keep taking
my trash bag and clean up what I can.
I’ll get off my soap box now and get
on to what the Board is doing. First off,

we’ve changed the lock on our storage
unit so if you have a key, please bring it
to the April meeting. In the meantime,
if you need to get into the storage unit,
let me or another board member know,
and we will give you the combination to
the lock.
Due to time constraints, we are
looking at auction alternatives, one being a silent auction in November and the
other is holding our regular annual auction next spring.
With the weather warming up and
Covid restrictions going down, maybe
we’ll have an opportunity to get out and
do some restoration work with the local
watersheds, or just go fishing. I look forward to seeing you at the May meeting.

Inflation Strkes SOFF
By The Editor

Never thought I would ever have to
say that the Southern Oregon Fly Fishers have become the victim of inflation,
but it has, and the board of directors
have reluctantly voted to increase the
cost of the monthly dinners as a result.
In the past, the club has had the funds
to subsidize any increase and the meals’
cost remained stable for years without
the need to increase it, but we are in different period – the Covid period.
The club depends on its annual
fund-raising auction to supply the operating funds for the club, which is the past
has allowed subsidizing dinner cost, if
necessary, but due to the pandemic, we
haven’t had a fund-raising auction for
the past three years. This means that all
funds coming into the club has come in
the result of the annual dues.
As you many of you know, we have
just completed the dues process for the
year 2022, this is the first time that we
have collected dues in the past three
years, once again the victim of the pandemic. So, for the last two years at least
there was no money coming to the club,
yet we still had costs to be paid. Various memberships, club insurance just to
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name a couple items that still needed to
be to be paid which meant digging into
our cash reserves without any means
of replenishing those reserve funds.
Because of our financial situation, we
were unable to make our annual donations to our scholarship programs and
other conservation issues.
Now you know the situation that
we are in, what are we going to do
about it? As stated earlier, we will not
be having a fund-raising auction until
2023. We investigated the prospect of
raising the cost of club membership,
but that was decided against as we had
lost 60 members who did not re-up
their dues for the club year 2022.
Finally, to counter the projected
raising cost of the dinners, the board
of directors elected to raise the cost of
the meals. So, beginning with the May
meeting, the cost of dinners will be increased by $3.00 to $25 instead of $22,
dinner without reservations will be
raised to $30.00 and dinners for nonclub members will also be increased to
$30.00.
I know some of you will feel that
the raising cost of the meals is unwarranted but let me assure you that due
to the club’s financial situation, the
club is no longer able to subsidize any
increased meal costs. Hopefully, this
will be the only item that needs to be
adjusted at this time, but we are in perilous economic times and who can tell
what the future will bring.

ATTENTION!
Board Meeting
The Board of Directors
will meet in the conference room
of the Tap Rock Restaurant
The next meeting is scheduled:
May 3rd at 6:00pm or
the first Tuesday
of the month
All members welcome
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PROGRAMS
Future Programs
Jun 23		
Jul 21		
Aug 18
Sep 15		
Oct 20		
Nov 17
Dec 15		

Chuck Huntington
No Meeting
No Meeting
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Southern Oregon Fly
Tyers
Meeting on Tuesday,
May 10, 2022
6:00 PM

WHEN:
May 19, 2022

TIMES:

WHERE:

5:30 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
6:30 PM
Meeting
7:00 PM
Dinner and Program

GP Golf Course
230 Espey Rd GP

Jim Cox - Western Rivers Conservancy

			

		

8401 Old Stage Road,
Gold Hill
At the May meeting, Dave Roberts will be our demonstration fly
tyer of the evening.  Dave is our representative to the Oregon Council of
the FFI.  Dave is also the recipient of
the Stan Walters Memorial Tyer of
the Year in 2013.  You don‘t want to
miss this one.  We asked Dave what
he would tie for us.  This is his answer.
Most likely dry flies and I will
have several tied up so they can choose
what they would like to see. All the
flies will be from the Upper Rogue
and some will be a surprise to a lot
of people.
Now that the Pandemic has subsided perhaps we can get back to
somewhat normal activities.  Some of
us and our family members have underlying conditions so please feel free
and comfortable in wearing a mask.
Continued on Pg. 7

Jim joined Western Rivers Conservancy as Director of Donor Relations
in 2011. He has spent more than 30 working professionally in the nonprofit
sector. Jim is a past steering committee co-chair of the Nonprofit Association of Oregon, and is an active member of the Northwest Planned Giving
Roundtable. He is a member of numerous conservation organizations including Trout Unlimited, Flyfishers Club of Oregon, FFI, the Native Fish
Society, and The Freshwater Trust among others.  Jim holds a Bachelor of
Theatre Degree from Willamette University. Jim lives in Portland, Oregon.
In his free time, you can find him fly fishing for trout and steelhead on the
wild rivers of the West.
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WE’RE HAVING A BBQ, AUCTION AND
CASTING GAMES !
WHEN:		
SATURDAY, MAY 14TH @ 1:00
WHERE:		
TOUVELLE STATE PARK PAVILLION
WHAT: 		
BBQ CHICKEN OR RIBS AND FIXINS
COST:		
TEN BUCKS A HEAD, PAY AT THE GATE
DETAILS: Come join us for an afternoon of fun, food and chillin. Meals
will be served around 4:00. Water will be provided but if you want
something else, you’d better bring it.
The silent auction will include a raft trip, great gear and a bunch of other
stuff!
The Casting Games will be provided by none other than our resident
Casting Guru, Johnny Mac! Bring your 5 weight, fly rod or use one of
ours, for a chance to win some great prizes.
Reservations are a must, so you’ll need to RSVP to Steve Day at
icrsrd303@gmail.com or call (661) 742-5835. RSVP’s need to be in by
Wednesday evening, May 11th. Please indicate if you’d prefer BBQ’d
Chicken or BBQ’d Ribs.  If you RSVP and don’t show up, we’ll hunt you
down and collect our ten bucks!

Don’t miss out ! Come on out and enjoy !
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Outing to Copeland’s Pond On May 7th
By Dan Egleston

Copeland’s Pond is owned by salad, side dish, or dessert to share.
club members Bob and Valerie Copeland, and offers some of the best
To get to Copeland’s Pond, take
fishing in the area for largemouth Redwood Highway west from town.
bass, crappie, and other warm-water Turn north off the highway onto Apfish.  The private pond is not open to plegate Avenue then look for the club
the public; however, Bob and Valer- signs where Applegate Avenue turns
ie graciously allow the Southern Or- right and becomes Leonard Road.
egon Fly Fishers to hold an outing
on their
B o b
p o n d
requires
e a c h
that fish
spring.
caught
Be cau se
from the
of
the
pond be
special
released,
opporso the fish
tunity to
have the
enjoy this
opporoutstandtunity to
ing fishgrow to
ery, many
impresc l u b
sive sizes.
members Mark Swanburg with a prime example of a largh-mouth D u r i n g
consider bass taken from Copeland’s Pond on a previous outing. previous
this to be
outings,
their favorite outing each year.
club members have landed large.
mouth bass over 20 inches and crapThe outing to Copeland’s Pond pie over 15 inches.  You can catch fish
will be Saturday May 7. You can right from the bank; however, a float
arrive any time after 8:30 AM. At tube, pontoon boat, driftboat, or other
noon, the club will provide ham- small watercraft will give you better
burgers, chips, and drinks. Those access to the fish.  If you plan to tarattending are requested to bring a get crappie or panfish, 3 to 5-weight
rods work well, but if you hook into
2022 Outings
a big bass or carp, you may wish you
had something heavier. For bass or
May7		
Copeland’s Pond
carp, a 6 to 8-weight rod would be a
Jun 2-6
Lemolo Lake
good choice. Slow sinking lines will
Jun 12-19
Craine Prairie
likely be the most useful, but bring
Jul 13		
Klamath Basin Trout
Aug 13-15
Sky Lakes Wilderness your floating lines as well.  Your fly
box should contain bass bugs, rabbitSept 17-18
Lower Rogue Half
		 Pounders
strip flies, woolly buggers, leeches,
Oct 22		
Middle Rogue Steel
streamers, and nymphs. Olive or
		 head

white woolly buggers have worked
well for both crappie and bass in
past years. Large, olive rabbit-strip
flies or leeches have been effective
for the bigger bass.
The outing to Copeland’s Pond
is one of the club’s most popular
events—both for the great fishing
and the opportunity to enjoy the
company of fellow club members.
We greatly appreciate Bob and Valerie’s generosity in allowing us to
enjoy their property. If you plan to
go, call or e-mail me by May 1, so I
know how much food to purchase.

Rick Rodig with another nice steelhead.

“Trying one more time before the
end of the season, Rick Rodig waded the Applegate River on Monday,
March 28th, with Josh from the Rogue
Fly Shop.  This was the first time fishing the Applegate River, and luckily
the fish were biting that day – Rick
landed 6 steelhead (3 wild, 3 hatchery) and had another 2 on but they
escaped.  The largest fish caught was
28 inches (pictured). They started
at Fish Hatchery Road and ended at
Whitehorse Park, using a Copper John
nymph with a pink egg dropper. The
water was pretty low.
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FLY TYING CORNER

Hare’s Ear Soft Hackle
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Hook: 			
Size 12-16.
Thread:		 Size 8/0 or Veevus 10/0 Color to Match the 		
			
Color of the Fly.
Tail:			
Hair from a Hare’s Mask. The Tail should be 		
			
about a hook Shank Length.
Body:			
Rabbit Dubbing. (I chose Olive for Some 		
			Contrast).
Ribbing:
Holographic Gold Tinsel, Size Small.
Hackle:		 I used Hen, but You Could Use Partridge or Any
			
Other Soft Hackle that You Want..

Tying Instructions:

Pinch the barb, place the hook in the vice and dress the hook with thread and wind up with the thread about 2/3
the way back on the shank. Now cut a small clump of Hair for the tail and tie it in and wrap the thread back to the
bend of the hook. After a couple of loose wraps, tighten down and move the thread forward to the same point and
tie in the ribbing and put it in the material holder.
Now, dub the body up to the two eye widths behind the eye and tie off.  Now tie in the hackle by the tips and
make 2-3 wraps and tie off and make a neat head and whip finish.  I use head cement or UV cement to finish the fly.  
A hare’s ear is one of those flies that you always want to have in your trout box.  I love soft hackle so I chose
this soft hackle to share with you this month.  It is a fairly easy fly to tie and very effective.  You can swing it or
use it as a dropper.
Good luck and tightlines

John Storfold

Fly Tied By: John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

541-660-6584

steelyjohn@charter.net

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
Email:
Personal interests:				

)

Zip:

Renewal:_____New:______
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CHANGING LINES

COMING EVENTS

5-3
5-7

5-10
		
5-13
5-14
5-19
6-2-6
6-7
6-17-19
6-23
7-5

Board Meeting.
Club Outing to Copeland’s
Pond.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in Gold
Hill
Club Fly Fishing Clinic with
Dave Grosjacques
Rogue’s Club BBQ
Club Meeting - Jim 		
Cox, Western Rivers
Club Outing to Lemolo Lake
Board Meeting.
Club Outing - Crane Prairie
Club Meeting - With Chuck
Huntington.
Board Meeting.

In my constant search for material for
the newsletter, I have discovered a new
source - Facebook. I recently found a reprised article by the late Lee Wulff that
Fly Fisherman Magazine had originally
published in 1977. The story intriqued
me so I thought that I would pass it on.
The Editor

Sudden Inspiration
By Lee Wulff

The challenges of fly-fishing are
never-ending. Some of the problems
have no solutions, and for many others the solutions, if there are any, are
realized only after the opportunity has
passed and the angler has made the
wrong move. How often has a fisherman, talking over his fishing day, suddenly realized that a particular cast or
angling tactic he failed to use might
have caught a fish he tried and failed
to catch.
It’s a great feeling, then, when
you’re confronted with an unusual situation, and you master it. Last season
I ran into one of those problems on a
tributary of Montana’s Bitterroot.
The stream was a small one, and
the water was low, but it held some
good rainbows. I had been working upstream to our lunching place, a bridge

we’d driven across on our way into the
nearby ranch. The morning fishing
hadn’t been good. I’d seen only three
small fish rising and had caught two
of them. None of the stream’s larger
trout had surprised me with a sudden
rise to my blind-fished dry fly. Therefore, it was with delight that I noticed
a good trout rising in the upper part of
the shadow of the bridge. I approached
to within casting range.
My wife, Joan, who had been
fishing the upper water, came walking along the road toward the bridge.
Seeing me, she walked quietly to the
nearby bank.
The trout rose again. “Can you
catch him?’’ she asked.
“I don’t know. He’s in a tough
spot.” I moved up as close to the bridge
as I dared without spooking the fish. It
would take a very long, very low cast
to reach him. The first cast was short
by about eight feet. The second was
short by six. I put all the drive I could
into the next cast ... and banged the fly
into the underside of the bridge. The
bridge was too low. The distance too
great. I was wrong. The fish wasn’t
in a tough spot. I was. Joan, with the
trained eyes of a tournament accuracy
caster, was looking on as if I ought to
make that cast successfully, but I realized I’d given it my best shot. If I move
closer, I thought, I’ll probably put the
fish down. If by a miracle I manage to
reach the fish with the fly, there’ll be no
slack and instant drag.
I stood there a moment, undecided, and then, with sudden inspiration
I stripped off an extra twenty feet of
line and made the longest, highest cast
I could manage, sending the fly up over
the bridge to settle slackly down to the
water a few feet above the trout’s position. Just as the fly reached the shadow
of the planking, the fish rose to the fly.
Gathering in the line by fast stripping,
I rushed ashore and up onto the bridge.
When I reached the upper side I felt
the pressure of the fish on a direct pull.
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From there the playing was routine–reel
in the slack coils ... play from the reel ...
slack for the jumps ... increasing tension
as he tires ... and fingers down to the fly
for the eventual release. He rose and I
flipped the line upward to set the hook.
About fourteen inches long, he was
not a fish to grace an angler’s wall but
rather an individual trout to remember–
because of the problem he’d presented,
where only an unorthodox cast, born out
of sudden inspiration, would work. One
that had to be perfect the first time.
SOFT Continued from Pg 3

Flies for Water Watch
Auction

We are using this perfect venue for
no fee other than flies donated to Water Watch.  All that material you have
stashed away needs a new home.  The
people who bid on these flies may or
may not fish so do not be afraid to be
colorful and creative.  We have fly boxes
to put them in.  We need Water Watch to
keep on doing their magic.

Keep Reading

This message will be in the blog and
also sent as an email.  Contact your fly
tyer friends to make sure they got the
word.  Sometimes these emails get sent
to spam.  We can talk about spam at the
meeting.  (blog link)http://soflytyers.
blogspot.com
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Editor’s Notebook
As you can see, due to circumstances, the April issue of the newsletter did not come out as it would
have been late again. It seemed that
once I missed my deadline which
was to have the newsletter printed
by the 25th of the prior month of issue, I just couldn’t get caught up. So
instead, this newsletter is a combination of the April and May issues. So
hopefully, I’ll be able to return to the
old routine and have the newsletters
out on time.
Let’s see what is going on. The
biggest club outing is going occurring
on May 7th when the club descends
on Copeland’s Pond for a fun day of
warm water fishing, together with a
club sponsored BBQ lunch with sides
provided by those attending. On May
14th, the Southern Oregon Fly Fishers
have been invited to a BBQ hosted
by the Rogue Fly Fishers. Steve Day,
a member of both clubs, will be do-

ing the cooking of the ribs and chicken
and if past barbecues are any indicator,
the food will be outstanding.
Next in the line of special events,
Dave Grosjacques will be hosting and
conducting a beginning fly fishing
clinic on May 13th at the Harry and
David pavilion at Reinhart All Sport’s
Park. The class is open to 10 students
and is known to fill up fast, so if you
are interested, contact Dave and get
your name on the list.
As you have probably already read
in this newsletter, the prices of the club
dinners are going up. The current rate
is $22.00, beginning at the May 19th
meeting, the price for dinner will $25.
In addition, some other increases will
happen. If you call in late after the
dinner count has been turned or if you
show up for dinner without a reservation the price will be $30 and if you
are a non-club member attending dinner the price will also be $30.

In the past, the club subsidized
some of the meal costs as we had the
money to do so, but due to the Pandemic that has changed. We have not been
able to have our usual fund-raising
auctions for the last three years which
means we are using our reserve funds
as operating funds today. Besides the
money collected for dues, there is no
other funds coming in and the earliest
that we can expect to raise any money
is the auction in November of 2023.
We may not be going broke tomorrow,
but financial prudence is the key to
survival!

